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B
What I say is not what you mean

G#m7                            E
how i love is not how you feel, right?

B
how i am is nothing to you

G#m7                            E
how you leave is nothing to me, right?

             
but something s right

C#m              F#
when you run too far

F#
can t you see what you mean to me?

(Chorus)
B       F#                E
forward on, we march with solace

E
in knowing that we ll never be alone

B          F#                      E
we ll call god and tell her not to notice

E
when we dance this circles  anthem

B
how you fake is so believing



G#m7                        E
how i take is so relieving, right?

B
how you look is such a cancer

G#m7                            E
open eyed and spreading faster, right?

but something s right

C#m              F#
when you run too far

F#
can t you see what you mean to me?

(Chorus)
B       F#                E
forward on, we march with solace

E
in knowing that we ll never be alone

B          F#                      E
we ll call god and tell her not to notice

E
when we dance this circles  anthem

B                F#
comes  round to you

                   E
it comes  round to you

to you

B
how you change your mind is ruling

G#m7                                         E
stick the whole damn thing right through me, right?

E
right?

(Chorus)
B       F#                E



forward on, we march with solace

E
in knowing that we ll never be alone

B          F#                      E
we ll call god and tell her not to notice

E
when we dance this circles  anthem

                B
comes  round to you

B       F#
forward on, (comes  round to you)

               E
we march with solace (comes  round to you)

E
in knowing that we ll never be alone (comes  round to you)

B          F#                                            E
we ll call god (comes  round to you) and tell her not to notice


